Training Announcement

UTM LEVEL 2 INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION
The objective of this course is to provide the participants with the abilities needed to effectively design, instruct and implement a
reality based training (RBT) program using Non- Lethal Training Ammunition (NLTA). This type of training is synonymous with
and also commonly known as,”Force-on-Force” Training (FOF) . The primary focus of this course will be the introduction, and
application of the UTM Reality Based Training model for development of training with any type of NLTA . We will also introduce
several of the current technologies available for force on force training. The principles and concepts taught in this block of
instruction have direct application for Law Enforcement, Military or private training organization personnel.
Our goals for the training are accomplished through a teaching methodology which takes the operator through a series of skill
builders, drills and mini-scenarios in a realistic environment. It is a systematic, phase based approach to develop training utilizing a
series of drill progressions involving stress inoculation, which we believe is critical to skills practice of any kind or discipline. In
addition it provides the operator an environment to manage his/her own physiological response to stress while applying good
tactics and decision making. Realism is further added by allowing the operator to use his/her own duty weapons system and gear
during training instead of simply a blue-gun or unfamiliar dedicated conversion weapon. Our goal is to promote training success
not training scars.
This course, along with our training model also provides a platform for an agency/unit to test the strengths and limitations
of their individual protocols, in variety of areas including tactics, arrest techniques, combatives/DT, CQB and many others.
Regardless of your techniques, tactics or approach or to training in these areas, the goal of the course is to provide a means of
seeing what works, what doesn’t and to serve as a springboard to enhance operator survivability through realistic training.
Specifically, in conjunction with instruction the participants will each take part in a variety of skill builders, drills and miniscenarios (fragmentation drills) that will serve as a template or foundation for future application with his/her individual
agency/unit. They will also serve as a team member tasked with the development and instruction of a group training session
utilizing NLTA and the concepts and methods learned in the course.
Topics discussed in this course will include but are not limited to: Available technologies for force on force training, training model
phases, safety guidelines for NLTA training, Use of Force and application in case law, role player development, testing protocols,
utilization of limited resources including budget/facilities and scenario development.

Monday, August 27 through Wednesday, August 29, 2018
9:00am to 5:00pm

Washtenaw Community College

4800 E. Huron River Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48105 • Morris Lawrence building, room 111
Cost: $750.00
To register online: https://utminstrcutor08_27_18_ann_arbor_mi.eventbrite.com
Course Presented by: www.commandpresence.net
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